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The fine flames on Su Zimo's body were pure white, which made him stand out in the world of red 

flames."White flames?""I heard that Su Zimo has mastered a flame Immortal Art. Is this the flame? It 

doesn't look like anything special."Many cultivators subconsciously looked at the Flaming Sun Immortal 

Kingdom's camp.The Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom established their Immortal Kingdom with flames. 

No other sect in the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm could compare with them in terms of controlling 

flames."There are many types of flames, but there are only a few that are the most powerful. For 

example, the red Karmic Fire of the Red Lotus, the green Nether Ghost Fire, the golden Refined Sun Fire, 

and the purple Purple Heavenly Fire..."The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling pondered for a while and said, 

"White flames are quite rare. It's a bit wishful thinking to think he can break through the Fire Sparrows' 

blockade with just one flame. "Just as Xie Ling said, the appearance of the Fire Sparrows was an 

unimaginable challenge for the Earth Immortals of the Ninth Heaven.The Fire Sparrows were densely 

packed and covered the sky. There was nowhere to hide.Even Feng Yin and Tai Hua, who were leading 

the charge, began to release some mystic arts to drive away the fire sparrows that were charging over.In 

front of them, a large number of Fire Sparrows died tragically.Although their speed had decreased a lot, 

they were still able to keep moving forward.However, for most people, the appearance of the Fire 

Sparrows was a destructive disaster.The light shield formed by an Earth Immortal using a secret 

technique was shattered by the continuous attacks of several Fire Sparrows.The Earth Immortal's body 

was completely exposed to the Fire Sparrows.His aura was completely different from the aura in the 

First Heaven.The fire creatures in the First Heaven were all formed by flames. This person's body was 

made of flesh and blood. When he was exposed, countless Fire Sparrows attacked him."Great Rain 

Summoning Technique!""Ten Thousand Miles Ice Seal!""Purple Cloud Seal!" “The Earth Immortal 

unleashed a series of Divine Arts and Divine Arts to fight against the Fire Sparrows. There was an earth-

shattering explosion, and sparks flew in all directions.However, the Fire Sparrows were endless. More 

and more Fire Sparrows kept attacking.Before long, the Earth Immortal was drowned by the sea of Fire 

Sparrows. His body and soul were destroyed."He seems to be ranked 93rd on the predicted Earth 

Leaderboard, Han Jia from a large immortal clan." 

"I didn't expect that after entering the predicted Earth Leaderboard, I wouldn't be able to pass the First 

Heaven."Many cultivators were secretly shocked.Everyone realized that the situation in the Nine 

Heavens was even more tragic than they had initially imagined!Even the prodigies on the Earth Roll 

might not be able to keep their lives!"Quick, look at the Scarlet Rainbow Infanta. She actually used her 

great divine ability, the Seventy-two Transformations. She transformed into a Fire Sparrow and blended 

into the flock of Fire Sparrows!""How smart! This is indeed the way to break out of this situation! ""Not 

necessarily."While the crowd was discussing, they saw other Earth Immortals coming up with the same 

idea. They used their divine abilities to transform into Fire Sparrows.Although they looked exactly the 

same as the Fire Sparrows, their auras were different from the Fire Sparrows in the Ninth Heaven.The 

attacks of these Fire Sparrows were completely based on aura sensing.All living beings that were 

incompatible with the aura of this world were targets of their attacks, regardless of whether they were 

Fire Sparrows or lava.These Earth Immortals who had transformed into Fire Sparrows did not expect to 

be outsmarted. In the blink of an eye, they were besieged by the real Fire Sparrows and reverted to their 

original forms.Scarlet Rainbow Infanta blended into the flock of Fire Sparrows and was not attacked.Just 

as the crowd was puzzled, Xie Ling said, "Scarlet Rainbow cultivates the Blazing Sun Sutra and can 



control fire. She can imitate the fire aura of the Fire Sparrows almost perfectly. Others don't have this 

ability. If they try to imitate her, it will only backfire.""Su Zimo is going to encounter the flock of Fire 

Sparrows!"Someone shouted, attracting the attention of many cultivators.Everyone wanted to see how 

this Rank 8 Earth Immortal from the academy would deal with such a terrifying flock of Fire Sparrows.Su 

Zimo's body was burning with white flames. Looking at the flock of Fire Sparrows that were gradually 

approaching him, he did not show any signs of dodging. He did not even slow down. Instead, he charged 

forward!In the next moment, a scene that shocked everyone happened!The flock of Fire Sparrows that 

were as dense as an ocean avoided Su Zimo on their own accord before they could hit him.Under the 

watchful eyes of the crowd, the fiery ocean seemed to be split in the middle by an invisible force and 

surged to both sides! 

Su Zimo's body was bathed in white flames. In this sea of red flames, he looked extremely 

dazzling.However, he went against the flow and the sea of fire did not seem to have any intention of 

stopping him. Not a single Fire Sparrow attacked him!"This …"Many cultivators in the square were 

dumbfounded and confused.Even the numerous Celestial Immortals present were unable to discern 

exactly what was going on."Interesting, interesting!"Yun Ting smiled and clapped his hands in 

admiration.Duke Yuanzuo's eyes flashed with a look of realization. He seemed to have thought of 

something and sneered, "What's there to be surprised about? Princess Xie Ling Just Now said that the 

flock of Fire Sparrows attacks based on their aura. ""Although this guy did not change his body shape, he 

must have imitated the aura of the Fire Sparrows. That's why he was not attacked.""Idiot!"Yun Ting 

suddenly sneered."Who are you scolding!"Duke Yuanzuo glared at him angrily.Yun Ting laughed and 

pointed at Duke Yuanzuo, saying without hiding anything, "Of course, I'm scolding you! Princess Chi 

Hong released her divine powers and transformed into the form of a Fire Sparrow. She imitated her aura 

and blended into the flock of Fire Sparrows. Su Zimo's situation is the same as Princess Chi Hong's? 

""…"Duke Yuanzuo was stumped by Yun Ting's question and was speechless for a moment. He could 

only clench his fists tightly and burn with rage.Perfected Immortal Xie Ling frowned slightly and said 

sternly, "This situation is a little strange. It's indeed different from Chi Hong's. The movement and 

trajectory of the Fire Sparrows seem to be … fearful? "Towards the end, Xie Ling's tone became 

confused and uncertain.What were the Fire Sparrows afraid of?They were not pure living beings and did 

not have high intelligence. They only knew how to attack living beings with different auras. However, 

why were they afraid of Su Zimo?In fact, the entire Fire Sparrows were opening a path for him!White 

flames?Xie Ling murmured softly and fell into deep thought.Although he was a Perfected Immortal, he 

did not recognize the flames on Su Zimo's body.It was the Nanming Li Fire recorded in the Prison-

Suppressing Cauldron.The Prison-Suppressing Cauldron was the Emperor's weapon from the Primordial 

Age. It was unknown how many years had passed, so Xie Ling naturally had not seen the flames on the 

Prison-Suppressing Cauldron. 

The Fire Sparrows made way because the Nanming Li Fire was inherited from the Vermilion Bird Sacred 

Spirit.This flame was still white. If cultivated to the extreme, it could transform into the scarlet Vermilion 

Bird Sacred Flame!The Nanming Li Fire contained an extremely strong Vermilion Bird aura.These Fire 

Sparrows did not have high intelligence. When they sensed the Vermilion Bird aura, they did not dare to 

attack at all. They all dodged.As a result, the strange and shocking scene that everyone in the square 

saw was formed!If you like Eternal Sage King, please bookmark: Eternal Sage King Qing Dou updates the 

fastest. 
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Due to the appearance of the Fire Sparrows, almost everyone in the Nine Heavens slowed 

down.However, Su Zimo continued to move forward and maintained a high speed.Before the 

appearance of the Fire Sparrows, he was already in the top 100.Now, his ranking was still rising 

rapidly!Fifty …Twenty …Eight …Third …First!After passing through the Fire Sparrows that covered the 

sky, Su Zimo had already rushed to the first place!In the distant sky, one could vaguely see a towering 

mountain.The mountain was red all over and thick black smoke was rising from the peak of the 

mountain. From time to time, red lava splashed out and flowed slowly along the mountain peak.It was a 

huge volcanic crater.Directly above the volcanic crater, there was a teleportation array with flickering 

runes.Stepping on this teleportation array, Su Zimo would be able to ascend to the Second Heaven!"This 

Su Zimo actually rushed to the first place, surpassing Feng Yin and Tai Hua.""This is only the First 

Heaven. There are four more Heavens after this. The obstacles in each Heaven are different.""That's 

right. This person just happens to be good at a fire secret technique. That's why he can surpass others in 

the First Heaven. If he ascends to other spaces, it won't be so easy."While everyone was discussing, Su 

Zimo used his movement technique and landed on the teleportation array above the volcanic crater.Su 

Zimo stood on the teleportation array and looked around with a cold expression.This teleportation array 

was located in the middle of the First Heaven.The Earth Immortals who participated in the Earth Roll 

knockout competition were scattered around the First Heaven and were all moving towards the 

center.Standing there, one could look into the distance and observe the movements in all 

directions.However, Su Zimo looked for a while, but no one appeared in his sight.Su Zimo was not in a 

hurry to ascend to the Second Heaven.He planned to intercept and kill the cultivators of the Dajin 

Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect here!There was no room for negotiation between the 

two sides. Su Zimo would not hold back. Instead of passively counterattacking, it was better to attack 

first!If Immortal Tai Hua from the Flying Immortal Sect arrived, he would not mind killing him here and 

get rid of a big problem! 

"Why is Su Zimo standing there? Why doesn't he ascend as soon as possible and shake off the 

others?"Some people were confused."Good, good, good!"Yun Ting's eyes lit up.He understood Su Zimo's 

scheme and couldn't help but exclaim in admiration!Duke Yuanzuo and Heaven Immortal Bai Hai looked 

at each other and frowned slightly.Su Zimo rushing to first place was completely out of their 

expectations, and it also messed up their plans.If Su Zimo was guarding there, it meant that Immortal 

Taihua would most likely encounter Su Zimo in advance.The two of them were not worried that 

Immortal Taihua would lose.But in this way, it would be very difficult to form an encirclement, and they 

might not be able to kill Su Zimo!At this moment, Su Zimo suddenly jumped down from the 

Teleportation Formation of the First Heaven. He arrived at the edge of the volcanic crater and looked 

around.This movement once again attracted the attention of the crowd.What was he going to do?Just 

as the crowd was confused, Su Zimo did something shocking again. He jumped down from the edge of 

the volcanic crater and directly into the boiling lava!This scene caused an uproar!The Perfected 

Immortal Xie Ling frowned slightly.Xie Qingcheng was stunned for a moment. She paused for a moment, 

then turned to look at Xie Ling, who was not far away, and said with her Divine Perception, "Second 

Brother, I remember that there seems to be a Mars Stone in the depths of the volcanic crater?""That's 

right."Xie Ling said, "I didn't expect this kid to be able to sense this thing. Could it be that he wants to 

take the Mars Stone away?"Mars was a star condensed from flames. It had existed in the Upper Realm 

since ancient times.The Mars Stone was a stone that fell off from the Mars Star.Although it was only the 

size of a palm, it contained extremely pure and condensed flame power. It was a rare treasure!The 

Flame Giant, Fire Sparrow, and other creatures in the First Heaven were actually the source of power 



provided by this Mars Stone.It could be said that this Mars Stone was the foundation of the First 

Heaven!The Earth Roll competition had been held many times in the Flaming Sun Immortal 

Kingdom.There were also countless geniuses and monsters participating in the competition.However, no 

one had ever dared to go down the volcanic crater to get the Mars Stone. 

One had to know that the Mars Stone itself contained the ultimate flame power. It also contained a 

trace of Spiritual Consciousness, which was very aggressive!If anyone wanted to touch it, they would 

definitely be attacked!It was very difficult for an Earth Level Deity to resist such an attack!The gazes of 

many cultivators followed Su Zimo into the crater of the volcano unknowingly.Everyone felt as if they 

were in the middle of the volcanic crater. They were surrounded by lava and followed Su Zimo all the 

way down.…In the Ninth Heaven.Su Zimo had originally planned to hunt the Earth Level Deities of the 

Dajin Immortal Kingdom and the Flying Immortal Sect near the Teleportation Portal.However, in his sea 

of consciousness, the Prison Suppressing Cauldron that had been silent for a long time suddenly 

moved.He was very familiar with this kind of strange movement.There must be some treasure nearby 

that was worth devouring by the Prison Suppressing Cauldron!Then, Su Zimo jumped down from the 

Teleportation Portal and came to the edge of the volcanic crater. The strange movement of the Prison 

Suppressing Cauldron became more obvious.That was why he had dived into the depths of the 

volcano!The Prison Suppressing Cauldron was too important to him.This treasure used to be an Emperor 

Weapon and had saved his life many times.Now, three sides of the Prison Suppressing Cauldron had 

been repaired.As for the Sacred Beast Souls on the other three sides, they had exhausted all their 

energy in the previous battles and had fallen into a deep sleep.If he could repair the fourth side of the 

Prison Suppressing Cauldron, all the forbidden manuals on it would appear.Even if he could not repair 

the fourth side of the cauldron, if he could awaken one or two of the Sacred Beast Souls, it would be a 

powerful life-saving measure for him at a critical moment!The combat power of a Sacred Beast Soul was 

comparable to a top-tier Heaven Immortal!Therefore, Su Zimo did not hesitate and dived into the 

depths of the volcano. He spread out his Divine Consciousness and kept searching.This was because 

Qinglian's real body was strong and her bloodline was terrifying.If an ordinary body of flesh and blood 

had jumped into the lava, they would have turned into ashes and nothing would be left of them.Su Zimo 

relied on Qinglian's real body to dive deeper and deeper. The temperature of the lava also increased. 

He realized that he was getting closer and closer to the treasure in the depths of the volcano!After a 

long time, the surrounding lava had turned dark red. Even Qinglian's real body could not withstand it. 

Her skin was red from the heat and faintly cracked. Su Zimo's feet were empty.His body suddenly broke 

free from the lava and fell down!He had arrived at the bottom of the volcano!At the bottom of the 

volcano, below the boiling lava, was a sealed space.Su Zimo entered this space. Qinglian's real body was 

smoking and sizzling from the heat. The surrounding temperature became extremely terrifying!Su Zimo 

took a deep breath.Right in front of him, a fist-sized fire-red stone floated. It emitted a terrifying heat 

that seemed to be able to incinerate everything! 
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Around this crimson stone, even the space around it was slightly distorted by the heat!The temperature 

was too high!The green robes on Su Zimo's body had already turned into ashes and his body was 

shrouded in raging flames that burned Qinglian's true body continuously!There were layers of magma in 

the depths of the volcano.Because of the existence of the Mars Stone, the space at the bottom of the 

volcano was distorted from the heat. Therefore, many cultivators in the square could not see what was 

going on inside.Everyone could only vaguely make out a figure that was advancing with difficulty in the 



depths of the volcano, approaching a gigantic ball of fire!Above the volcano, Feng Yin, Tai Hua and the 

others had already arrived one after another.After arriving at the teleportation formation, they did not 

stop and ascended to the second Heaven directly, surpassing Su Zimo in terms of rankings once 

more.However, at that moment, the attention of most cultivators in the square was on the figure in the 

depths of the volcano.The Mars Stone was the foundation of the first Heaven.The power of all living 

beings in the first Heaven such as the Lava Giants and Fire Sparrows originated from the Mars Stone.In 

other words, the power of the Mars Stone itself far surpassed that of the Lava Giants and Fire 

Sparrows!The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling frowned slightly. "What is that lad trying to do? Is he willing 

to give up his life for the sake of that Mars Stone?"Deep in the volcano.Su Zimo had a pained expression. 

He felt that the power of the flames was boundless and extremely damaging, as though they were about 

to seep into his organs and burn them into ashes!Even with Qinglian's bloodline as a Perfected 

Immortal, she could not withstand it at that moment.The bloodline of Qinglian's true body began to 

circulate on its own against the invasion of such a terrifying external force.The closer she was to the 

Mars Stone, the faster her bloodline circulated.At that time, the aura of Qinglian's true body might not 

be able to be concealed and burst forth before she could touch the Mars Stone.Actually, if not for the 

fact that Dharmic treasures could not be used in the Nine Heavens, Su Zimo could have devoured the 

Mars Stone with his Hell Suppression Cauldron.However, if he were to use Dharmic treasures here, he 

would definitely be detected by the laws of the world and be killed.There was no need to take that 

risk.However, he had to obtain the Mars Stone before him! 

 

The Nanming Li Fire on his body was suppressed by the flames of the Mars Stone and was about to be 

extinguished.Su Zimo continued to form hand seals, and three balls of terrifying flames appeared beside 

him.Immortal Dao Fire, Buddhist Dao Fire, and Fiend Dao Fire!Three balls of flames circled around him, 

resisting the fire emitted by the Mars Stone!Although they were both flames, the two types of flames 

were unable to fuse.Relying on the four flames, Su Zimo was getting closer and closer to the Mars Stone. 

He was already within reach!Seeing this, Xie Qingcheng was worried. She murmured, "Brother Su's 

decision is too risky. The gains do not make up for the losses.""Where does the danger come from? 

Mars?"Xu Xiaotian could vaguely tell that Xie Qingcheng seemed to be implying something. He was 

concerned and asked further."It's not just Mars Stone."Xie Qingcheng said, "Su Zimo's actions will affect 

his upcoming Earth Ranking competition. He might even lose his life because of this, or he might not be 

able to enter the final ranking battle!""So serious?"Xu Xiaotian was shocked.Xie Qingcheng asked, "Do 

you know what the final test of the Nine Heavens Elimination Competition is?""Who can reach the Fifth 

Heaven in the shortest time possible based on their own combat strength?"Xu Xiaotian said naturally. In 

the past few days, he had learned some knowledge about the Earth Ranking.Xie Qingcheng shook her 

head. "That's just the surface. The Nine Heavens Elimination Competition not only tests one's combat 

strength, but also one's judgment of the situation, one's Yuan Qi consumption, one's control of time, 

one's decisiveness in using techniques, and other comprehensive abilities. "Xu Xiaotian was confused by 

what he heard.Xie Qingcheng said, "Did you notice that powerful prodigies like Feng Yin and Tai Hua did 

not reveal too much of their techniques even though they encountered some obstacles along the way 

after entering the Nine Heavens?"Xu Xiaotian nodded.Feng Yin, Tai Hua, and the other prodigies only 

used two or three mystic arts after passing the First Heaven.Xie Qingcheng said, "They are holding back 

so that they can pass through the later stages of the Fourth Heavens more smoothly. “"Brother Su 

released such a powerful mystic art in advance. If he encounters other dangers in the future, he won't 

be able to use this mystic art." 



 

Xu Xiaotian understood now.Such a powerful mystic art required a relatively long recovery time. It also 

consumed a lot of Yuan Qi and Yuan Qi.Now that Su Zimo had released this mystic art in advance, it 

would have a great impact on his future!"Haha."Seeing that Feng Yin, Tai Hua, and the others had 

surpassed Su Zimo again, the Duke of Yuanzuo heaved a sigh of relief and sneered. "As expected of an 

ant from the Lower World. Ignorant. Whatever treasure he sees, he wants to take it for himself. Why 

don't he take a look at himself first?""If I'm not wrong, the rock in the depths of the volcano should be a 

Mars Stone."Bai Hai waved his folding fan and said, "The value of a Mars Stone is comparable to a 

Psychic Dharma treasure. It must be the foundation of the First Heaven. This kid doesn't know what's 

good for him. He actually wants to take away the foundation of the First Heaven. What a wishful 

thinking! "There was indeed such a rule in the Ninth Heaven. The treasures inside were all opportunities. 

As long as a cultivator could obtain them, they could keep them.But even if no one from the Flaming Sun 

Immortal Kingdom said so, everyone could guess that this Mars Stone was not among them!Who would 

leave a treasure comparable to a Psychic Dharma treasure inside for an Earth Immortal?True Immortal 

Xie Ling also smiled and said, "It's okay. After a while, when he sees that he can't do it, he will 

retreat. The Mars Stone in the Ninth Heaven has already developed a spiritual consciousness. Others 

can't take it away. "At this moment, there was a sudden change in the depths of the volcano!The 

floating Mars Stone seemed to have sensed that Su Zimo was getting closer and closer. Suddenly, it 

exploded with a shocking force!A gigantic flame spewed out and transformed around him, condensing 

rapidly into a gigantic Soaring Serpent. Flapping its flaming wings, it descended from the skies and 

lunged towards Su Zimo to devour him!Su Zimo's eyes shone brightly. He did not dodge. His hands 

moved in the air and gathered the four balls of flames around him.At the same time, a Spiritual Sense 

flame was released from his glabella and entered the four balls of flames.An even more terrifying flame 

condensed!The Pentadhi Dao Fire exploded!"What a powerful force!"True Immortal Xie Ling's eyes lit 

up. Her expression changed slightly as she exclaimed softly.Boom!Su Zimo sent the Pentadhi Dao Fire 

crashing towards the Soaring Serpent. There was a loud explosion. The entire volcano shook and was on 

the verge of collapse. 

 

The surrounding space became even more distorted and rippled. Everyone's vision was blurred.Among 

the cultivators on the square, only Heaven Immortal experts could vaguely see the situation inside.Su 

Zimo took advantage of the moment when the Pentadhi Dao Fire and the Soaring Serpent collided to 

take a step forward. He reached out his arm and grabbed at the Mars Stone! 
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Sizzle!The moment Su Zimo grabbed the Mars Stone, a terrifying sound came from his palm and green 

smoke billowed.The flesh on his palm was burning at a speed visible to the naked eye. In less than two 

breaths, the flesh on his palm had been reduced to nothingness.The jade-green Qinglian's bones had 

been refined by lightning, which was why they were not burned to ashes by the Mars Stone."Oh 

no!"Seeing this, Xie Qingcheng frowned and exclaimed softly.Just Now, the thing he was worried about 

had happened.He did not expect that Su Zimo would choose to take the Mars Stone by force instead of 

retreating.He could not withstand the power of the Mars Stone at all.But now, it was equivalent to him 

crippling one of his palms.An Earth Immortal could regrow a severed arm.However, the damage caused 

by the Mars Stone might not be healed even after hundreds or thousands of years.Now, even if Su Zimo 

let go, the Mars Stone would still cause serious damage to him.There was not much hope for him to 



enter the Earth Roll.It would be difficult for him to enter the Earth Roll with a crippled arm and such a 

powerful fire-elemental mystic technique.The elders of the College looked serious. They couldn't help 

but stand up and look at the scene in the mirror in the sky."Hahahaha!"Duke Yuanzuo could not help but 

laugh.Seeing Su Zimo end up in such a state, he felt incomparably carefree!Yun Ting did not care much 

about the elimination round.In his opinion, the so-called Ninth Heaven could not stop Su Zimo at all.But 

now, seeing this unforeseen event, he frowned slightly and stared at the figure in the depths of the 

volcano without blinking."This kid is … too stubborn."The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling shook his head 

and sighed.Originally, he thought highly of this disciple of the academy.After all, he was worthy of Yun 

Ting's personal battle tactics. Although he came from a humble background, he must have some tricks 

up his sleeve.However, seeing how stubborn this kid was now, he could not help but be disappointed.In 

fact, he said that this kid was stubborn because he wanted to save face for Qiankun Academy.In his 

opinion, this kid was too greedy and had lost his mind. No matter how talented such a cultivator was, his 

future would be limited. 

 

At this moment, the figure in the depths of the volcano made a move that exceeded everyone's 

expectations!Even after suffering such great damage, Su Zimo did not let go. Instead, he held the Mars 

Stone tightly and stuffed it into his sea of consciousness."What is he doing?""Is he crazy?""Su Zimo killed 

himself?"Most of the Earth Immortals in the square could not see what was happening. They only heard 

the Heaven Immortals in the sect shouted.These Heavenly Immortal experts were originally calm and 

experienced, but it was unknown what they saw, but at this moment, they were shocked to the point of 

being startled.A Heaven Immortal expert gasped and exclaimed, "I reckon that Su Zimo probably 

couldn't withstand the pain and stuffed the Mars Stone into his consciousness!"........When everyone 

heard up to here, they all felt a chill run down their spines.Everyone saw the power of the Mars Stone 

with their own eyes.Even a Heaven Immortal's Primordial Spirit could not withstand it if it was stuffed 

into one's sea of consciousness.Yun Ting's eyes were like swords as he stared at the mirror in the sky.He 

could not believe it.Su Zimo would never kill himself.At this moment, the other Heaven Immortals 

gradually calmed down. They looked at the depths of the volcano and their expressions changed.The 

space in the depths of the volcano gradually stabilized.Many cultivators could also see the scene 

inside.Su Zimo was not dead.At some point in time, he had already taken out a brand new green robe 

from his storage bag and put it on again.His right hand, which was burned by the Mars Stone, was 

hidden under his wide sleeve. No one could see it.The depths of the volcano returned to calmness.Su 

Zimo was still the same. He had black hair and green robe, but the Mars Stone in front of him had 

disappeared."He's not dead?"Xie Qingcheng, the elders of the academy, Duke Yuanzuo, Heaven 

Immortal Bai Hai, and many other Heaven Immortals were dumbfounded.Even the Perfected Immortal 

Xie Ling was stunned. He did not know what had happened Just Now."Look, something happened in the 

First Level of Heaven!"Someone exclaimed. 

 

In the First Level of Heaven, the Lava Giant and the Fire Sparrows that were blocking the Earth 

Immortals and slaughtering them seemed to have suffered a blow. Their eyes dimmed and they 

dispersed.The Lava Giant's huge body exploded, turning into thick, boiling lava that spilled on the 

ground.The flock of Fire Sparrows also dissipated, turning into balls of crimson red mist that floated in 

the sky like rays of the sunset."This is … the Mars Stone being suppressed?"The Perfected Immortal Xie 

Ling blinked and murmured.That was the only possibility that could explain the scene before him.In 

other words, Su Zimo stuffed the Mars Stone into his sea of consciousness and suppressed it.Xie Ling's 



guess was close.After Su Zimo stuffed the Mars Stone into his sea of consciousness, it was swallowed by 

the Prison Suppressing Cauldron.Not only was it suppressed, but it was also being refined by the Prison 

Suppressing Cauldron.Dharma treasures were not allowed in the Ninth Level of Heaven.However, the 

Prison Suppressing Cauldron was in Su Zimo's sea of consciousness, so it was not against the rules. Even 

the rules of the Ninth Level of Heaven and Earth did not do anything."This, this …"Duke Yuanzuo was 

stunned for a long time. He gradually came to his senses and wanted to say something, but his mind was 

in a mess. He only said subconsciously, "This is not good, is it?"Heaven Immortal Bai Hai opened his 

folding fan and said, "Your Highness Xie Ling, the Mars Stone is the foundation of the Ninth Level of 

Heaven. It is priceless. How can we let this kid take it away?""This …"Xie Ling did not say 

anything."Hehe."A cold laugh came from the side.Yun Ting curled his lips and said, "In my opinion, the 

rules of the Ninth Level of Heaven are just for show. The things inside can't be taken casually. Otherwise, 

someone will feel bad. "Yun Ting's words were obviously mocking Xie Ling and the Flaming Sun Immortal 

Kingdom.True Immortal Xie Ling took a deep breath and did not get angry. He suddenly smiled and said, 

"The Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom has a strong foundation. It's just a Mars Stone. We can afford it. It's 

not a big deal."By saying this, it meant that this matter would not be pursued.Duke Yuanzuo and Heaven 

Immortal Bai Hai had no choice but to sit back down."Hmph!" 

 

Duke Yuanzuo sneered. "So what if he has the Mars Stone? Just Now, this kid has used up a lot of his 

strength in the battle. He even used his trump card and lost a hand. I'd like to see how he can enter the 

Earth Board!"At this moment, Su Zimo left the depths of the volcano. He passed through layers of 

magma and returned to the mouth of the volcano.He took out the token from his storage bag and 

looked at it.After being delayed for a while, he was originally in first place. Now, he was behind the 

200,000th place!Su Zimo's expression was normal.This was all within his control.With his means, it was 

not difficult for him to enter the Earth Board! 
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Su Zimo focused his attention and observed the movements of the Hell Suppressing Cauldron in his 

consciousness.The power of the Mars Stone was more compatible with the Vermilion Bird Holy Soul. 

Therefore, the Vermilion Bird Holy Soul snatched and absorbed it first.If nothing went wrong, the 

Vermilion Bird Holy Soul would definitely awaken after refining the Mars Stone!If the Mars Stone was 

not completely refined after the Vermilion Bird Holy Soul awakened, there was a possibility that it could 

continue to repair the fourth cauldron wall!Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat as he pondered.According to 

the words of Infanta Chi Hong and the others, each of the nine Heavens was different and the 

tribulations and obstacles one had to face were different as well.Did that mean that there were 

treasures similar to the Mars Stone in the other Heavens as well?At the thought of that, Su Zimo's eyes 

lit up.If he could obtain all the treasures in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Heavens, there would be hope for the 

Hell Suppressing Cauldron to be repaired!Of course, that was only his speculation.At that thought, Su 

Zimo soared into the air and arrived at the teleportation formation, prepared to ascend to the 2nd 

Heaven."Fellow Daoist, save me!"At this moment, a mournful cry came from not far away.Su Zimo 

turned around and saw a cultivator stumbling and crawling with difficulty at the waist of the mountain. 

Scarlet flames burned him from the inside out and he was charred black from the inside out – he could 

no longer be seen as a human.However, he could vaguely make out that the person had a pained 

expression and his eyes were filled with struggle and despair. He reached out as though he wanted to 

touch the teleportation formation at the peak of the mountain.Unfortunately, that person's lifeforce 



had already dissipated.Even if Su Zimo made a move, it was useless.That person collapsed at the waist of 

the mountain and was devoured by the lava that spewed out from the peak, vanishing before 

long."Ah!"A tragic cry sounded from another direction far away.Su Zimo looked over.Under the nine 

blazing suns, a cultivator finally could not hold on any longer. His final mystic art dissipated and his 

essence qi was drained. He was engulfed by the flames around him and was devoured in the blink of an 

eye!Su Zimo could see figures like that everywhere he looked.Although there were no Lava Giants, fire 

sparrows or other living beings, the power of flames in this space was still extremely terrifying! 

 

More and more cultivators were unable to hold on.The most frightening thing was that in the space of 

the Nine Heavens, there was almost no place to hide. Every corner was enveloped by the nine blazing 

suns!This place did not seem like the Nine Heavens, but more like a fiery hell. Countless living beings 

were struggling to survive in this hell, letting out cries of despair!This was the cruelty of the Nine 

Heavens.If one was afraid of death and did not know their own limits, then they should not participate 

in the Earth Roll Contest.These people had nothing to do with Su Zimo.He wouldn't feel any unnecessary 

sympathy for them.However, he knew in his heart that most of the cultivators who died in the First 

Layer of Heaven were of low birth and came from Xuan sects. Most of them were rogue cultivators.He 

used to be one of them.The ascension of the people of Heaven Wasteland Domain would most likely be 

in there!These people wanted to participate in the Earth Leaderboard Elimination Tournament, but 

most of them did not expect to be ranked on the Earth Leaderboard.Perhaps they just wanted to come 

to the Nine Heavens to try their luck and gain some experience.However, these people didn't even have 

a way out.Once they entered the Nine Heavens, there was no way out and death was 

inevitable!Standing on the teleportation formation, Su Zimo looked back at the many figures struggling 

in the sea of flames in the distance. Suddenly, he took a deep breath and channeled his Essence Spirit, 

causing the essence qi in his body to surge wildly!In the blink of an eye, a gigantic bow appeared in front 

of Su Zimo between his palms!There were also nine essence qi arrows floating around the bow!"What is 

he trying to do?""What pure essence qi! To think that it can transform into the shape of a 

weapon!"Everyone in the square exclaimed.Immediately after, under countless gazes, Su Zimo bent his 

knees and pulled the bowstring, nocking an arrow and drawing the bow into the shape of a full 

moon!Pshew!The bowstring vibrated gently and the arrow shot into the skies like a shooting star, 

piercing the firmaments!One of the blazing suns was pierced and paused for a moment before exploding 

and falling from midair.The temperature of the world seemed to have dropped slightly. 

 

Su Zimo continued nocking an arrow.Pshew! Pshew! Pshew!Nine arrows were shot in succession!All 

nine of the blazing suns fell!The flames in the First Heaven were still burning. However, without the 

protection of the nine blazing suns, their power against the remaining cultivators was greatly reduced.At 

the very least, most of the cultivators could hold on and survive."Bloody hell, the nine suns are finally 

extinguished!""I think I saw some sort of arrow pierce through the nine blazing suns and shoot them 

down!""Hahahaha! I've survived! "Everyone was elated after surviving the calamity."Are we still going to 

continue forward?""Do we want to die? Let's just stay here and try our luck. Don't forget that there are 

still four Heavens behind us! ""This is a chance given to us by the heavens. If we don't know what's good 

for us and continue forward, we'll truly be courting death."The moment the nine blazing suns fell, Su 

Zimo had already ascended without lingering for a moment.Countless cultivators in the First Heaven 

cheered.On the other hand, the square outside was completely silent.Su Zimo's action was beyond 

everyone's expectations and the shock it brought to everyone was even greater than the Mars 



Stone!Everyone in the massive square remained silent for a long time.Su Zimo's action seemed a little 

laughable and childish.However, for some reason, a corner of everyone's hearts seemed to have been 

touched slightly.Many cultivators had conflicted expressions.Even the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling 

frowned slightly and fell into deep thought."Heh!"Suddenly, Yun Ting laughed. "Su Zimo, you're really 

something!"As though he was jolted awake, Duke Yuanzuo burst into laughter. "How foolish! Why 

would you waste so much essence energy to save some irrelevant ants in the elimination round of the 

Nine Heavens? "This time round, nobody replied.Who wasn't an ant in this vast world?Among the crowd 

at the back, a Celestial Immortal quickly walked to the front of the Qiankun Academy's table. He bowed 

deeply to the academy's elders and said in a deep voice, "Thank you, academy disciples, for saving our 

lives. Only those useless disciples of my Flying Frost Sect could survive." 

 

"Heaven and Earth Academy deserves the title of an immortal sect."Another Heaven Immortal of a Black 

sect stood up and bowed as well when he arrived before Heaven and Earth Academy's table.More and 

more cultivators stood out and arrived before Heaven and Earth Academy's table.Among them were 

Heaven Immortals of Black sects and elders of Earth sects. Some of them represented their families 

while others represented their disciples.In the blink of an eye, Heaven and Earth Academy's table was 

filled with people bowing and thanking them."As cultivators of the immortal dao, we should uphold 

justice and be benevolent. Fellow Daoists, there's no need for that."Elder Zhong raised his hands and 

gestured for everyone to stand up as he said casually.Elder He was experienced and wise as well. He 

coughed gently and said seriously, "As disciples of the academy, we naturally can't leave them in the 

lurch when we see something as such."Even though he said that, the elders of the academy stroked 

their long beards gently. Their faces were flushed and they were on the verge of laughing out loud. 

Chapter 2206 

Perhaps this matter was just a small matter to the entire Earth Leaderboard competition. It wouldn't be 

long before people forgot about it.However, after this incident, the attitude of the many sects, factions, 

and cultivators in the square towards this academy disciple changed drastically.Most of the people were 

initially gloating over the grudge between Su Zimo, Great Jin, and the Flying Immortal Sect.Now, these 

people hoped that this academy disciple could leave his name on the Earth Roll and avert danger in the 

Nine Heavens.Unknowingly, people's hearts had changed."By the way, did you guys notice that Su 

Zimo's right hand seems to have recovered?"At that moment, a cultivator recalled the scene of Su Zimo 

shooting an arrow and asked doubtfully."That seems to be the case!""It can't be. Su Zimo was injured by 

the Mars Stone and the flesh on his palm was reduced to ashes. How could he recover in such a short 

period of time?"Everyone only reacted when someone mentioned this person.Many Heaven Immortals 

recalled the scene Just Now and their expressions changed slightly."What a terrifying self-healing 

ability!"Xie Qingcheng exclaimed.The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling nodded secretly as well.To be able to 

recover in such a short period of time after being incinerated by the Mars Stone, such self-healing ability 

was almost comparable to being reborn from a single drop of blood!Second Heaven.After Su Zimo 

ascended, he arrived on a lone island.As far as his eyes could see, it was a boundless ocean.However, 

the surrounding seawater was suffused with a silver glow and was extremely different from ordinary 

seawater.Su Zimo squatted down and scooped up a handful of seawater.His wrist sank slightly!"It's 

really First Essence Heavy Water?"Su Zimo murmured softly.First Essence Heavy Water was extremely 

rare. One might only be able to obtain a single drop of it after refining an entire lake. A single drop 

would weigh tens of thousands of kilograms!This space was completely filled with First Essence Heavy 



Water!Before entering the Nine Heavens, Infanta Chi Hong had mentioned to him that if he 

encountered an ocean world, it would be formed by First Essence Heavy Water and the teleportation 

array would be deep in the sea!The pressure that cultivators had to endure in First Essence Heavy Water 

was unimaginable.A single drop of First Essence Heavy Water weighed tens of thousands of kilograms. 

 

The surroundings were filled with First Essence Heavy Water and the pressure was suffocating.In order 

to reach the teleportation array at the bottom of the sea, one had to keep diving.The deeper he dived, 

the greater the pressure in the ocean, let alone the pressure of the First Essence Heavy Water!In the 

end, if one did not have a strong physique and many immortal spells to protect their body, the pressure 

at the bottom of the sea would be enough to crush their flesh and blood!This was only the hindrance of 

the ocean environment.What was even more frightening was that, just like the First Heaven, there 

would be many living creatures in this ocean, or they would mutate.If natural disasters such as 

earthquakes or tsunamis were to erupt, the pressure on the cultivators would rise by a dozen times!Su 

Zimo didn't hesitate. He directly jumped into the sea and dived into the depths of the sea.Qinglian's true 

body was in the ocean formed by the First Essence Heavy Water and did not feel too much 

pressure.Even as it went deeper, the First Essence Heavy Water was unable to harm Tenth Grade 

Qinglian's true body.However, not long after, many living beings gradually appeared around Su Zimo!A 

large number of fish were swimming towards this place. A large shadow loomed over, emitting a 

suffocating aura of death!Far away, a cultivator released his immortal spell and divine power, wanting to 

stall for time.However, in the blink of an eye, he was torn apart by the fish, leaving behind a white 

skeleton that gradually sank to the bottom of the sea.Su Zimo's expression was unchanged as he 

conjured hand seals with both hands and channeled his spirit consciousness. Heaven and Earth Essence 

Qi gathered rapidly, condensing into a fist-sized ball of black water in front of him.When the ball of black 

water appeared, it formed a vacuum around Su Zimo, pushing away the surrounding First Essence Heavy 

Water!Su Zimo's spirit consciousness moved and dispersed the ball of black water, enveloping his body 

and forming a cloth-like barrier.The fish in front of him seemed to have been frightened and dispersed 

when they closed in!Su Zimo smiled gently and continued diving towards the bottom of the sea.The ball 

of black water was the secret skill of the Black Tortoise Saint Soul in the Hell Suppressing Cauldron, the 

First Heavenly True Water.The First Heavenly True Water was the essence of pure water, the essence of 

all water. Just a drop of it could transform into a vast ocean, much more powerful than the First Essence 

Heavy Water! 

 

Initially, Su Zimo could only condense one drop.After cultivating to Level 8 Earth Deity, he could 

condense a ball!The First Heavenly True Water was inherited from the Black Tortoise Saint Soul, so it 

naturally contained the aura of the Black Tortoise. This aura was like a deity to the living beings in the 

sea!"What kind of technique is this?""This Su Zimo has so many trump cards!"On the square, many 

cultivators saw this scene and were once again in an uproar.Tian Yuan of the Mountain and Sea 

Immortal Sect's expression changed slightly as he said slowly, "If I'm not wrong, this kid should be 

condensing the First Heavenly True Water!""First Heavenly True Water!"The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling 

exclaimed softly.After a short pause, Xie Ling smiled and said, "If he has the First Heavenly True Water to 

protect him, the Second Level of Heaven will not be an obstacle to him.""This kid used such a powerful 

secret skill in advance. It might not be a good thing."Tian Yuan shook his head slightly.In his opinion, a 

powerful secret skill like the First Heavenly True Water could be used in the ranking battles against Feng 

Yin, Tai Hua, and the others.However, to Su Zimo, this was just one of his many tricks.Even if he used it 



in advance, it would not affect his combat strength much.With the protection of the First Heavenly True 

Water, the surrounding First Yuan Heavy Water did not hinder Qinglian's real body at all. Su Zimo's 

speed was at its peak.Diving into the deep sea was like walking on flat ground, and his speed was getting 

faster and faster!His ranking was also rising rapidly.Previously, because of the Mars Stone, he fell behind 

to the 200,000th rank.Before he reached the teleportation portal in the Second Level of Heaven, Su 

Zimo had already returned to the top 10,000, and his ranking was still rising rapidly!However, this time, 

Feng Yin and Tai Hua were not slow either.When Su Zimo reached the teleportation portal, there were 

still eight people in front of him. Feng Yin and Tai Hua were still the first two!Su Zimo stood on the 

teleportation portal and looked around.Not far away from the teleportation portal, there was a deep 

and dark ravine. It was bottomless and emitted waves of cold air. 

 

In a flash, Su Zimo swam towards the trench.When he arrived at the edge of the trench, as expected, the 

Hell Suppressing Cauldron in his consciousness trembled slightly!Su Zimo's eyes lit up. After hesitating 

for a moment, he leaped down and snuck into the depths of the trench!In the square.Many cultivators 

were stunned when they saw that, not knowing what Su Zimo was up to."He's being targeted again?"Xie 

Ling clenched his fists instinctively with a nervous expression.Xie Qingcheng glanced sideways at the 

Perfected Immortal Xie Ling and coughed gently, asking softly, "Second Brother, there seems to be 

…"Xie Ling pretended to be calm on the surface and smiled indifferently. However, he cursed internally, 

"Is that lad a dog?" 

Chapter 2207 

Eh? There's another person over there! "In the square, someone pointed at the ravine at the bottom of 

the sea.In the Second Heaven, apart from Su Zimo, another figure had also dived into the ravine, as if he 

was up to something.The Perfected Immortal Xie Ling's expression was complicated as he said faintly, "I 

didn't expect that there would be someone who dares to take any treasure in the Earth Roll 

competition."The elders of the academy looked straight ahead, pretending not to understand.However, 

many people could hear the bitterness in Xie Ling's voice.A treasure like the Mars Stone was also very 

precious to Perfected Immortals.Losing one in the Nine Heavens had already made Xie Ling's heart ache. 

If he lost another one, he might have a headache."That's the commander of the Great Jin Immortal 

Nation's Executioner Guard, Han the Iron!"Some cultivators recognized the origin of that 

figure."Strange, why did he also choose to dive into that ravine?"Many cultivators were whispering and 

discussing in low voices.When Perfected Immortal Xie Ling saw this, he knew that he could not hide it 

anymore. He said loudly, "In that ravine is the foundation of the Second Heaven, a piece of Chen 

Ice!"Chen Ice!The eyes of many Perfected Immortals lit up.Chen Stars were formed by the power of 

water among the stars in the heavens. They were as famous as Mars.The stones that fell from Chen 

Stars were like ice. They were almost transparent and emitted a bone-chilling coldness that could freeze 

everything!If a piece of Chen Ice was used to cultivate water-type or ice-type cultivation techniques, it 

would be twice the result with half the effort.If it was used to forge a Dharma treasure, the grade of the 

Dharma treasure would be raised by at least one level and its power would increase greatly!For 

example, some Dharma treasures were only Eighth Tribulation Spirit Treasures.If a piece of Chen Ice was 

added, the Dharma treasure could become a Ninth Tribulation Spirit Treasure, which was the legendary 

Pure Yang Spirit Treasure!Even Perfected Immortals and Heavenly Immortals would be tempted by such 

a treasure, let alone Earth Immortals."I got it."A cultivator said in a low voice, "I heard that Han the Iron 

has a special constitution. He has an ice body and cultivates some kind of top-tier ice-type cultivation 



technique. I think he wants to use this piece of Chen Ice to improve his cultivation." 

 

"It's going to be interesting.""Su Zimo and Han the Iron both have their eyes on this piece of ice. I'm 

afraid there will be a battle between the two of them!"Under the watchful eyes of the crowd, Han the 

Iron dived slowly and carefully.If he didn't have this temperament, he wouldn't have been able to 

become the Great Commander of the Executioner's Earth Guards!On the other side, Su Zimo's speed 

was extremely fast as he quickly dove down. The two of them were quite far apart and were not on the 

same route. There was also the vast sea between them.Not long after, Su Zimo had already surpassed 

Han Tie and was getting closer and closer to Chen Bing!Han the Iron was diving down when he suddenly 

stopped as if he had sensed something.Following that, he changed his direction slightly and headed in 

Su Zimo's direction. He moved stealthily, slowly, and even more carefully!"Han the Iron is so 

sensitive!""Su Zimo is traveling at high speed in the sea. The waves in the sea are a little big, which has 

already alerted him!"The elders of the Academy also saw this scene and immediately became a little 

nervous.In the deep sea, visibility and spirit consciousness were limited and the two of them could not 

see each other at all.Han the Iron dived slowly and did not cause any disturbances in the deep 

sea.However, Su Zimo was the opposite – he exposed his presence and alerted Han the Iron.Right now, 

Han the Iron could sense Su Zimo's presence.However, Su Zimo did not sense Han the Iron at all!One of 

them was in the open while the other was in the dark. Before they even fought, Su Zimo was already at 

a disadvantage!…In the deep sea ravine.Su Zimo dove down without any obstruction.There were no 

living beings in the ravine. As he dived deeper, the temperature of the sea decreased as well!If it was 

any other ordinary cultivator, their bloodline would have been frozen long ago.However, Qinglian's true 

body was strong and her bloodline flowed quietly without any hindrance, allowing Su Zimo to maintain 

his peak state.Su Zimo did not know where the treasure of the Second Heaven was.However, as long as 

he searched in the depths of the cold, he would definitely be able to find the source of the 

coldness!After an unknown period of time, Su Zimo gradually came to a stop. 

 

Not far in front of him, there was a fist-sized ice block floating. It was crystal clear and emitted a bone-

chilling coldness. Even Qinglian's true body felt extremely uncomfortable.Even though he was in the sea, 

Su Zimo's eyebrows and hair were covered with a layer of frost.The clothes on his body had already 

been frozen and became incomparably hard!If not for the One Heavenly Primordial Water, his clothes 

would have been frozen into ice shards and shattered!Su Zimo moved and floated towards the ice 

block.The closer he was, the colder it was!In the end, the coldness even penetrated the flesh of 

Qinglian's true body and froze her bloodline, preventing it from circulating!Su Zimo's lips turned purple 

from the cold.However, he was still able to maintain his consciousness.Although his bloodline was 

frozen, Qinglian's bones had been tempered by thunder and countless electric arcs flashed in his body to 

defend against the coldness.Su Zimo's speed slowed down.Finally, the ice block was within reach!Su 

Zimo raised his arm and grabbed the ice block.All of a sudden!A powerful life aura burst forth from the 

ice block.Immediately after, endless coldness gathered and condensed into a gigantic Divine Turtle in 

the depths of the sea. It roared and charged towards Su Zimo!Su Zimo's eyes shone brightly and he was 

not flustered.Previously, when he subdued the Mars Stone, he encountered such a counterattack. This 

time round, he was prepared as well.Channeling his spirit consciousness, Su Zimo channeled the massive 

power of his divine powers and formed a tortoise shell in front of him. It shone with a series of 

mysterious patterns and shone brightly as it shielded him.Immediately after, his spirit consciousness 

moved and the One Heavenly True Water on his body flowed rapidly, covering the turtle shell.It was his 



innate divine power, Spirit Turtle Shield!Initially, this was only a spirit turtle from the Mystic Classic of 

the Twelve Demon Kings of the Great Wilderness.However, due to the presence of the One Heavenly 

True Water, the Spirit Turtle Shield had an additional trace of the aura of the Black Tortoise Sacred 

Spirit.The Ice Divine Turtle that was charging over froze for a moment and its strength weakened 

slightly. However, it still charged over fiercely!Right then, Su Zimo felt a sense of danger! 

 

Behind him, a strange sound came from the seawater!Someone was here!When they saw that, many 

cultivators in the square held their breaths and widened their eyes, forgetting to breathe.As bystanders, 

they naturally saw everything clearly.Han Tie followed Su Zimo all the way down and arrived here as 

well. However, he did not attack rashly.He was waiting patiently.It was only when Su Zimo snatched 

Chen Bing and triggered the spirit consciousness of the ice that he appeared and attacked!The timing of 

this ambush could be said to be perfect! 

Chapter 2208 

The elders of the academy could feel their hearts beating rapidly as they wore nervous expressions.Duke 

Yuanzuo could not suppress the excitement in his heart. He even stood up subconsciously and clenched 

his fists. He stared at the scene in the deep sea with a ferocious and excited expression, as if he could 

see Su Zimo's death.In fact, Han the Iron's attack was not part of the plan of the Dajin Celestial Kingdom 

and the Flying Deity Sect.However, if they could use this opportunity to kill Su Zimo, it would save them 

a lot of trouble.Moreover, Han the Iron could take Su Zimo's storage pouch. He would not have to share 

the treasures with the Flying Deity Sect."Oh no!"Xie Qingcheng exclaimed softly.As the Duke of the 

Yanyang Celestial Kingdom, he had participated in the elimination round of the Ninth Heaven when he 

was an Earth Deity.His understanding of the Ninth Heaven was much better than others.In the deep sea, 

the coldness was bone-chilling. Vision, Divine Sense, five senses, everything was reduced to a blur.Now, 

Su Zimo was facing Chen Bing's Divine Sense head-on. He could not be distracted and could not sense 

the killing intent behind him.By the time he reacted, Han the Iron's killing move would have hit 

him!Under everyone's gaze, under the shadow of the huge Icy Divine Turtle, two figures approached 

each other quickly.Han the Iron attacked. He used his palm as a knife and chopped down at Su Zimo's 

head!At this moment, Han the Iron's palm used the cold air around the deep sea to form a long knife. He 

chopped down!"He's dead!"True Immortal Xie Ling shook his head and murmured with a look of 

pity.Han the Iron's attack was more terrifying than what everyone had imagined!Han the Iron's combat 

strength could be ranked in the top ten.Now, in the deep sea, because of Chen Bing's existence, his 

combat strength was not weakened. Instead, it was strengthened!He borrowed the strength of his 

surroundings to unleash an even more terrifying attack!Even Yun Ting frowned when he saw Han the 

Iron's attack.If he and Su Zimo were in the same position, it would be difficult for him to escape 

unscathed.At this moment, a low roar suddenly came from the deep sea."Get lost!"At the same time 

that Su Zimo conjured the Spirit Turtle Shield, he spun around and extended his palm, grabbing towards 

the saber that was slashing down from behind! 

 

If it was someone else who had lost their five senses, they would definitely not be able to detect Han the 

Iron's attack.However, Su Zimo cultivated the Mystic Classic of the Twelve Demon Kings of the Great 

Wilderness and was extremely sensitive to danger.The Cicada Cicada Senses before the Autumn 

Wind!The moment Han the Iron's attack, Su Zimo's attack.But he could not dodge.This was because Han 

the Iron's timing was too precise. The moment the Icy Divine Turtle collided with his Spirit Turtle Shield 



was when he was at his weakest.Su Zimo shuddered and did not have time to release any divine powers 

or secret skills. He could only make use of his physical strength to turn back and grab the saber!At the 

same time, he recognized Han the Iron's attack."Die! die!"Han the Iron of the Sword.Bang'sThe long 

knife landed on Su Zimo's palm and got stuck. It was as if it had hit a steel bar. The sound of metal 

clashing could be heard.Han the Iron of the Sword was shocked.Even when Su Zimo was at his weakest, 

his slash did not manage to slice the latter into two. In fact, Su Zimo's palm did not even manage to 

land!At the same time, the moment their knife and palm collided.Han the Iron of the Sword suddenly 

felt a terrifying force coming from the long knife.In the next moment, the long knife formed by the cold 

air shattered.Han the Iron of the Sword was still cold, but he was shocked.Su Zimo was much more 

difficult to deal with than he had imagined.At this moment, Han the Iron also showed his resolute 

nature. His long saber was broken. He did not want to fight with Su Zimo at all. Instead, he quickly 

retreated and disappeared into the dark and deep sea, escaping far away.Su Zimo stood where he was 

and took a deep breath. He did not chase after him.At this moment, the bloodline in his body had been 

frozen.Although he had withstood the attack of the Ice Divine Turtle, a large amount of cold air had 

invaded his meridians and organs because he was distracted.Su Zimo's body was trembling slightly.If he 

wanted to chase after Han the Iron of the Sword, he would have to release his blood qi. 

 

However, if he did that, he would risk exposing Qinglian's true identity. The loss would outweigh the 

gain.The two of them would definitely meet again in the future.At that time, they would settle the 

score!The fight between the two of them happened in an instant.It was only a brief contact, but the 

danger involved was enough to shake one to the core!At this moment, the cultivators who were 

watching the battle in the square heaved a sigh of relief."Su Zimo is so powerful!""While taking on the 

gigantic Ice Divine Turtle, he diverted his attention and borrowed Han the Iron of the Sword's full-

strength attack!""That's right. Although his palm was cut, such a small injury is insignificant to him.""In 

my opinion, Su Zimo's combat strength is very likely to be in the top ten!"After a brief silence, the crowd 

burst into commotion.This time round, even the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling was shocked.Initially, he 

had expected that Su Zimo would not be able to defend against Chen Bing's attack or Han the Iron of the 

Sword's attack.To think that Su Zimo would be able to defend against the attacks of the two terrifying 

powers!Xie Qingcheng, Yun Ting, the elders of the academy and the others were relieved as well.The 

elders of the academy exchanged glances and smiled bitterly.As bystanders, they seemed to be even 

more nervous than the people inside.In the deep sea.Su Zimo did not allow Chen Bing's spirit 

consciousness to launch a second attack. Instead, he went forward and grabbed Chen Bing, stuffing her 

into his consciousness.The Hell Suppressing Tripod sensed Chen Bing's aura and descended 

instantly.Before Chen Bing could release any coldness, she was devoured and refined by the Hell 

Suppressing Tripod.On the other side of the Hell Suppressing Tripod, the patterns of the Black Tortoise's 

Saint Soul shone faintly!Su Zimo moved and headed towards the teleportation formation above him.He 

took out the token and glanced at it.After this incident, his ranking had dropped once again. He was now 

ranked in the hundreds of thousands.Not long after.Su Zimo arrived at the teleportation formation and 

ascended to the Third Heaven without stopping.After entering the Third Heaven, Su Zimo felt a 

murderous aura. The air was filled with the faint smell of blood. 

 

It could be seen that the cultivators who had arrived before had encountered great obstacles in this 

space!In the sky, the faint sound of sword qi clashing could be heard. The sound of metal clashing was 

sonorous and powerful!Xie Qingcheng said, "The Third Heaven is very cruel. A large number of Earth 



Immortals will be eliminated. There is no clever way to pass this stage. We can only force our way 

through.""There are saber lights and sword shadows everywhere. Danger is everywhere. Every step is 

frightening!"Many cultivators could see the situation clearly.Although Feng Yin and Tai Hua were still 

ranked first, they were much more cautious in the Third Heaven.Many times, there was no danger in the 

surroundings at first.But in the next moment, a sword light descended and directly pierced through the 

cultivator's forehead!Killing could come at any time. It could come from the side, from the surroundings, 

from above, or even from below … 

Chapter 2209 

"Feng Yin, Tai Hua, and the others are about to ascend to the Fourth Heaven. I wonder if Su Zimo can 

catch up with them.""Although Su Zimo has obtained two treasures, he has wasted a lot of time and 

released many powerful techniques in advance. If he is surrounded by the Dajin Celestial Nation and the 

Flying Deity Sect, he will be in danger.""Oh, right!"A cultivator suddenly thought of something and said 

in confusion, "According to Duke Yuanzuo, they will surround and kill Su Zimo in the Ninth Heaven. Why 

is there no sign of them?"Since the Earth Roll elimination competition, other than Han the Iron and Su 

Zimo testing each other's strength, the other cultivators of the Dajin Celestial Nation and the Flying 

Deity Sect did not make any moves against Su Zimo.The cultivators of the two forces were moving 

forward at full speed, as if they had forgotten about this matter."Your Highness, could it be that Duke 

Yuanzuo is bluffing and setting up a trap?"Xu Xiaotian whispered.Xie Qingcheng shook her head slightly 

and said, "No. Since Duke Yuanzuo said so in front of everyone, he will definitely make a move. ""And 

this time, the Dajin Celestial Nation and the Flying Deity Sect came prepared. They will not give up 

halfway."Xu Xiaotian asked, "But these people have not shown any signs of making a move so far."Xie 

Qingcheng pondered for a while and said slowly, "If they want to attack Su Zimo, the Earth Deities of the 

Dajin Celestial Nation and the Flying Deity Sect will have to gather together first.""And the cultivators 

who entered the Ninth Heaven are scattered everywhere. It will not be easy to gather them, unless they 

are in a special place …"At this point, Xie Qingcheng paused for a moment before her eyes lit up. "A 

teleportation formation!"Xu Xiaotian also gradually understood.No matter where the cultivators were, 

they would have to go to the Teleportation Formation eventually.In other words, only a Teleportation 

Formation could gather the cultivators of the Dajin Celestial Nation and the Flying Deity Sect!"Which 

Teleportation Formation will it be?"Xu Xiaotian asked again."I'm not sure."Xie Qingcheng shook her 

head and said, "The Teleportation Formations of the first two Heavens did not make a move. Every 

Teleportation Formation of the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Heavens is possible."On the other side.This time, 

Commandery Prince Yuanzuo did not say anything when he saw that Su Zimo had obtained the treasure 

from the Second Heaven. Instead, he smiled. 

 

He wanted to understand one thing.The more treasures Su Zimo obtained, the better. Because in the 

end, these treasures would all belong to him!Furthermore, Su Zimo had to release many of his trump 

cards and expend a large amount of Yuan Qi to obtain the treasures. This would make their plan even 

smoother.Thinking of this, Commandery Prince Yuanzuo hoped that Su Zimo would continue searching 

for treasures.It would be best if he could get his hands on the treasures of the Third and Fourth 

Heavens!In the Nine Heavens.Su Zimo realized that his ranking was a little behind.He still wanted to 

obtain the treasures in this space, so he had to increase his speed as much as possible!With that thought 

in mind, Su Zimo activated his spells and condensed the Heaven's Feet and the Earth Traversing Golden 

Light behind him. His speed skyrocketed, and he turned into a streak of golden light and sped 



forward!On the square, many cultivators frowned.The elders of the academy looked worried as well.This 

space was of the Metal element and was known for killing. It was the most dangerous place, and killing 

intent was everywhere. The most taboo thing was to charge forward at full speed!If there was any 

sudden danger, one would not be able to react in time at such a high speed.Not to mention moving 

forward at full speed, before this, if someone was slightly distracted, they would be cut in half by a sharp 

blade that suddenly descended from the sky, and their heads would be separated from their 

bodies!"Isn't this speed a little too fast?""Maintaining this speed in this space is like running on the edge 

of life and death. It's like running into the gates of hell at any time!"Many cultivators were speechless.Su 

Zimo's speed had almost reached the limit of an Earth Immortal!Clang!Just as the crowd was discussing, 

a huge blade suddenly appeared in front of Su Zimo and slashed at him!"Ah!"Someone exclaimed.Su 

Zimo's speed was too fast. All that could be seen was a streak of golden light. Even if the huge blade did 

not slash at him, it would be difficult for him to avoid it given the inertia of the golden light.Swoosh!The 

blade slashed down and the golden light brushed past him without any reduction in speed!"Eh?""It 

missed?" 

 

Everyone was shocked.Su Zimo did not seem to dodge and maintained his full speed. However, the 

blade missed him.Logically speaking, the killing weapons in this space would not strike empty space. This 

scene was a little strange for everyone to see.Only the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling and a few Heaven 

Immortal experts could see what was happening Just Now.The moment the blade appeared, Su Zimo's 

body changed direction slightly. Under such a terrifying speed, it was almost impossible to 

detect.However, this slight change allowed him to avoid the blade!He did not waste any space and did 

not reduce his speed at all. He only brushed past the blade. His control was impeccable, and it was 

amazing!The elders of Qiankun Academy looked at each other and nodded secretly.Just this move alone 

was enough to kill most Earth Immortals.As for the Perfected Immortal Xie Ling, he looked at Su Zimo's 

figure thoughtfully.He was thinking about something else.The blade was formed in an instant. With Su 

Zimo's speed, when he saw the blade, it would be too late to dodge.However, this kid perfectly avoided 

it.This feeling was as if this Su Zimo could sense danger in advance and change his direction 

accordingly!Could it be that it was just an illusion?Xie Ling thought in his heart.As Su Zimo moved 

forward, there were more and more obstacles and killing intent in front of him.At any time, there might 

be a blade blocking his path. There might be an axe above his head, and there might be sword qi 

piercing through his body … The killing weapons were increasing in number and density!Every time, Su 

Zimo was able to avoid the blade by a hair's breadth, brushing past these killing weapons.From the 

beginning to the end, his speed did not decrease at all!"This is too scary!""How did he do it?""I have 

never seen anyone pass through the third layer of heaven in such a way."Under everyone's gaze, the 

figure in the third layer of heaven was constantly flying in the air, occasionally turning sideways, 

occasionally lowering his head, and occasionally turning a small corner.Every time, he was able to avoid 

the blade and the killing intent.This figure seemed to be dancing on the blade, wandering freely in the 

killing intent. It was so elegant that it made people feel a sense of amazement. 

 

Su Zimo's ranking was rising rapidly.On the other side, Feng Yin, Tai Hua, and the others had already 

reached the teleportation array of the third layer of heaven. They did not stop and continued to 

ascend."This speed is already very fast. However, in the end, it is still a long way behind. It is still difficult 

to catch up with Feng Yin and the others."A cultivator analyzed.The figure in the ninth layer of heaven 



seemed to have heard this sentence. A pair of wings suddenly appeared behind his back, and his speed 

increased again! 

Chapter 2210 

Look, Su Zimo's speed has increased again! ""Indeed, he's so fast, I can't even see his figure clearly!"The 

crowd exclaimed.At this moment, a pair of wings grew out of Su Zimo's back, bringing with it endless 

wind and thunder, causing his speed to skyrocket. He was as fast as lightning, reaching the extreme!The 

crowd exclaimed.Su Zimo's speed was so fast that the crowd could not catch up with him!"This speed is 

probably comparable to an ordinary Heaven Immortal!"A Heaven Immortal was shocked.What really 

shocked the crowd was that Su Zimo could still avoid the dangers and move forward at such speed!The 

further he went, the denser the blades and weapons condensed from the killing intent.There were even 

many sword nets and saber mountains that blocked Su Zimo's path. However, Su Zimo relied on his 

spiritual perception to move forward.As soon as the danger appeared, he changed his path in 

advance.Under the crowd's gaze, it was a strange scene. It was as if the killing intent in the third level 

was a step slower and could not hurt Su Zimo at all!Unlike the crowd's exclamations, the worry in Xie 

Qingcheng's eyes grew heavier.If he didn't release these powerful movement techniques in advance, he 

might be able to escape if he encountered any danger later.But now, when passing the fourth level, he 

had to release four secret techniques consecutively. The price was too great."50,000 …""10,000 

…""3,000 …"When Su Zimo reached the teleportation formation of the third level, he was once again in 

the top 500!Su Zimo stood on the teleportation formation and did not ascend immediately. Instead, he 

looked around, his eyes shining as if he was looking for something.Seeing this, the corner of Xie Ling's 

eyes twitched uncontrollably.He could accept losing the Mars Stone.Losing a piece of Chen Bing, 

although he complained in his heart, he could accept it.And now, looking at Su Zimo's attitude, he was 

going to take the treasures of the third level as well!Xie Ling gritted his teeth and remained silent.The 

loss this time was too great!The location of the treasures in the Third Heaven was not as well hidden as 

in the First and Second Heavens. 

 

Beside the teleportation array, there was a storm of killing intent that connected the heavens and the 

earth. It was like a huge dragon, constantly roaring and releasing waves of killing intent.The murderous 

aura burst out and covered the sky.Some formed a dense rain of arrows, pouring down in torrents.Some 

of them formed Sword Qi and Saber Qi along the way to stop the intruders.The treasure was in the 

center of the golden hurricane. It was a piece of Taibai Stone.Whitestone was a meteorite that had 

fallen off from the planet Whitestone. The power of metal within it was extremely pure, making it an 

excellent material for forging weapons and artifacts!This hurricane was too conspicuous. There was no 

need to look for it at all. It could be seen at a glance.As expected.Standing on the teleportation 

formation, Su Zimo looked around and caught sight of the hurricane instantly. With a flash, he closed in 

on the hurricane.Clang clang clang!Su Zimo had not come into contact with the hurricane, but the 

murderous aura of the golden hurricane was constantly colliding with Qinglian's real body. There was a 

sound of jade colliding.Su Zimo frowned slightly.This space was worthy of being called a place that 

specialized in killing. Its lethality was extremely great.Before coming into contact with the hurricane, 

Qinglian's real body already felt waves of piercing pain!However, the more it was like this, the more he 

could not give up.There was still one wall of the Prison Suppressing Cauldron that had not been 

repaired.According to his deduction, the patterns on the wall of the cauldron should be one of the four 

Saints, the White Tiger Saint Soul.The White Tiger lay in the west and specialized in killing!If he could let 



the Prison Suppressing Cauldron devour the treasures in this space, the fourth wall of the cauldron 

would definitely be repaired.At that time, when the Prison Suppressing Cauldron was completely 

repaired, he did not know what would happen.Su Zimo was sure that the Prajna Nirvana Sutra could be 

fully revealed. If the power of these treasures was enough, the four Saint Souls could all be 

awakened!As he pondered, he was getting closer and closer to the golden hurricane.Towards the end, 

his speed became slower and slower.His body had already been cut by the hurricane, and shallow 

wounds had appeared on his body.However, Qinglian's true body had shocking regeneration 

capabilities. The moment those wounds appeared, they healed immediately without any bloodstains. 

 

However, if he continued forward, Qinglian's true body would be injured.If he entered the center of the 

hurricane, Qinglian's true body might not be able to withstand it!Su Zimo glared at the golden hurricane 

not far away with a bright gaze. He channeled his Essence Spirit and conjured sword seals with both 

hands.Chi! Chi!"Heaven Slaying Sword Qi, condense!"Su Zimo's sword seals gathered tens of thousands 

of Heaven Slaying Sword Qi and intertwined continuously.Under the control of his spirit consciousness, 

the endless Heaven Slaying Sword Qi gathered in his palm and condensed into a sharp Heaven Slaying 

Sword!The sharpness of a single Heaven Slaying Sword Qi was extremely terrifying.The longsword 

formed from tens of thousands of Heaven Slaying Sword Qi pushed its killing power to the limits!There 

were no changes in the firmaments of the Nine Heavens.However, in the square above the Flaming Sun 

Immortal Kingdom, countless stars appeared under the blazing sun with chaotic orbits.Some of the stars 

even fell from midair!When the heavens released killing intent, the stars were shifted!The formation of 

the Heaven Slaying Sword caused a change that caused the world to tremble!"Psst!""What immortal art 

is that? It's so terrifying!""The power of that sword art reminds me of an ancient saying in the legends of 

the upper world. When the heavens released killing intent, the stars were shifted!"Many cultivators 

subconsciously glanced at Yun Ting.Some cultivators recalled the evaluation of Su Zimo on the Earth 

Ranking.Indeed, the Heaven Slaying Sword Qi was recorded on it.However, nobody expected the power 

of the Heaven Slaying Sword Qi to be this terrifying!In the Nine Heavens.The moment the Heaven 

Slaying Sword was formed, the rotation of the golden hurricane not far away paused for a moment.The 

Heaven Slaying Sword Qi and golden hurricane were releasing killing intent wildly.The collision of the 

two killing powers seemed like it could tear everything apart!Su Zimo growled deeply and leaped into 

the air. Gripping the Heaven Slaying Sword with both hands, he descended from the skies and stabbed 

down viciously towards the golden hurricane not far away!Boom!The Heaven Slaying Longsword 

collided with the Golden Dagger-Hurricane and an earth-shattering boom erupted!At that moment, the 

gigantic hurricane that connected the heavens and earth showed signs of stopping and dissipating, 

revealing an opening! 

 

Su Zimo's eyes lit up and he did not let go of this fleeting opportunity. He charged into the hurricane and 

grabbed a stone within!Grand White Stone was in his hands!Although the Heaven Slaying Sword caused 

the golden hurricane to pause for a moment, the power of the hurricane was still present and riddled 

Qinglian's true body with holes – it was extremely tragic!Su Zimo endured the pain and threw the Grand 

White Stone into his consciousness.At the same time that the Hell Suppressing Tripod descended and 

devoured the Grand White Stone, the cracks on the fourth wall of the tripod began to squirm with a 

reaction. 

 


